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Hello All,
What an exciting year for tennis again! Roger Federer is returning to form, Andy
Murry gets his breakthrough year, Andy Roddick calls it quits, and Rafeal Nadal is
still injured. Serena Williams and Maria Sharapova are reminding us what made
them great champions. In light of all these career endings, shortenings, revivals,
the debates about appropriate path to success in tennis resurfaces! There is increased collaboration
between the tennis performance world and the tennis medicine and sports science world to help future
and current tennis stars.
STMS is proud to make a few announcements. Thank you for your patience as we have worked hard
to reveal a brand new STMS website which should be launched very shortly! This will symbolize a
new era for STMS with innovative sections and educational information that is applicable to many
people in tennis medicine and performance. We are happy to have Connor Sport Court as a new
STMS partner which has a growing interest in tennis and court safety. They will sponsor an annual
research grant in conjunction with STMS to stimulate more tennis medicine research. We will send out
a call for research proposals for this upcoming!
Mark Kovacs and I are finalizing the STMS-USTA Tennis Medicine North American Regional
Conference, December 14th -16th, 2012 in Atlanta, Georgia during the time of the Open Wildcard Tournament for the Australian Open at Life University. This conference will be appealing for those who
would prefer to stay local and get our latest tennis medicine updates, performance sessions, and on
court sessions, and on stroke evaluations of serve and groundstrokes for coaches. We are ready to
accept research abstracts for this conference. Please submit your research submissions to
office@stms.nl . You may also register directly with office@stms.nl or go to the conference website:
www.stmstennisconference.com for details.
The 13th STMS World Congress will be held in Buenos Aires, Argentina February 21st-24th, 2013, and
will be run by our STMS president, Javier Maquirriain, MD. This first STMS conference in the South
American region will include many plenary sessions, updates on research, and a session for tennis
coaches. The conference website http://www.stms-congress-2013.com.ar is available that highlights
the conference and some of the confirmed world-renown speakers for this upcoming conference.
This issue of inside the STMS has a feature on practical tips for managing knee osteoarthritis in the
recreational tennis player by Stephan Esser, MD, USPTA. Additionally, our abstract review section by
Michael Griesser, M.D. has reviews of serve kinematics as well as possible fatigue in internal
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rotators by EMG analysis in tennis players. Enjoy this edition of our newsletter, submit your
abstract and research submissions as well as clinical pearls to office@stms.nl. We look
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FATIGUE-RESISTANCE OF THE INTERNAL ROTATOR MUSCLES IN THE TENNIS
PLAYER'S SHOULDER:
ISOKINETIC AND ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Julienne R,Gauthier A,Davenne D.

SOURCE
INSERM, ERI 27, Université de Caen-Basse-Normandie, Caen F-14000, France. roland.julienne@yahoo.fr

ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVE:
The main objective is to determine whether there are differences in the relative isokinetic and electromyographic
responses between the internal rotator (IR) muscles on the dominant and non-dominant sides of tennis players
during performance of an isokinetic fatigue protocol.
MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES:
Ten male tennis players were recruited for this isokinetic and electromyographic study. Participants performed
35 concentric maximal voluntary actions, carrying out internal rotations of both shoulders at an angular velocity
of 120° s(-1). Maximal torque (T((45°))Max), torque decrease (T((45°))), Root Mean Square normalized (RMS
norm) and Neuromuscular Efficiency (NME) parameters were analyzed.

RESULTS:
Although an increased T((45°))Max was observed on the dominant side compared to the non-dominant side, the
progression of torque differences did not indicate differences in fatigue-resistance between the two sides. RMS
norm was also higher on the dominant side compared to the non-dominant side, without showing a fatigue
effect. NME values decreased during performance of the fatigue protocol without any side effect.

CONCLUSIONS:
Practicing tennis induces an increased T((45°))Max on the dominant side compared to the non-dominant side,
but does not appear to provoke differences in the fatigue-resistance of IR muscles. EMG analysis showed that
the fatigue induced was mainly peripheral (from metabolic and ionic changes).
REVIEW:
This study showed that there is no difference in fatigue-resistance of shoulder internal rotators between the
dominant and non-dominant arms. Furthermore, EMG responses show that the observed torque decreases with
fatigue were mostly due to peripheral fatigue (excitation-contraction coupling in the muscles mediated by
metabolic and ionic changes). This provides us with insight into the most effective conditioning programs for
tennis player’s shoulders, which would focus on delaying this peripheral fatigue with fatigue-resistance training
protocols.
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Sports Biomech. 2011 Nov;10(4):407-14.

SERVING TO DIFFERENT LOCATIONS:
SET-UP, TOSS, AND RACKET KINEMATICS OF THE PROFESSIONAL TENNIS SERVE
Reid M, Whiteside D,Elliott B.

SOURCE
Sport Science Unit, Tennis Australia, Melbourne, Australia.

ABSTRACT
The serve, as the most important stroke in tennis, has attracted considerable biomechanical interest. Of its
component parts, the swing has received disproportionate research attention and consequently, little is known
regarding toss kinematics. Indeed, the age-old question of whether players serve to different parts of the court
from the same toss remains unanswered. Six right-handed professionally ranked players hit first serves (FSs)
and second serves (SSs) to three 2 x 1 m target areas reflecting the landing locations of T, body and wide
serves, respectively, on the deuce court. A 22 camera, 250 Hz VICON MX motion analysis system captured
racket, ball, foot, and h and kinematics. Repeated measures ANOVAs assessed within-player differences in foot,
racket, and ball kinematics within the FS and SS as a function of landing location. The positions of the front foot,
ball zenith, and ball impact were significantly different in the FS, while kinematics across all SS were consistent.
Front foot position was closer to the centre mark in the T FS and players impacted the ball further left in the wide
FS compared to the T FS. This study discusses the findings in the context of the development of the serve as
well as potential implications for the return.
REVIEW:
This study revealed differences in foot position, ball zenith, and ball impact across first serves to
different portions of the court, but very little difference in the same elements across second serves. The
implications would be that these elements may be a “give-away” on where a player will direct his/her first serve
and could be used for investigation by the returner to improve serve return. Further, the natural assumption that
would follow is that a player who could keep those elements the most similar across first serves would have an
advantage against the serve returner. These insights could help development of a server’s success as well as
development of a returner’s success depending on the way in which the information is employed.
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Submitted by
Stephan Esser USPTA, MD

Dear Doc,
I have been teaching tennis for 20 years and playing for nearly 40. About 10 years ago I started having
some dull pain in my knees that is worse after a long day of teaching. I never had any knee injuries before. What can I do?
Bad Knees Al
Dear Al,
You might have some knee arthritis. Osteoarthritis (OA) of the knee is among the top 5 causes of disability
in the US. Risk factors for knee OA include increased age, being overweight or obese, smoking, having a previous knee injury or knee
surgery, and weak or imbalanced leg and hip muscles.
If you have or develop clicking, popping, grinding or continued
swelling in the knee go see your regular Doc for an exam. You also
need a check up if you have numbness, tingling or weakness in your leg
or foot, or your knees feel like they are going to give out on you. If your
only symptoms are stiffness and dull daily pain or you already have a
diagnosis of knee arthritis then there is a lot you can try today.

TOP 6 THING YOU CAN DO
#1: MAINTAIN OR ACHIEVE YOUR IDEAL BODY WEIGHT:
Extra weight is the biggest personal risk factor for knee arthritis 2nd only to previous knee surgery or major
trauma. 3-8 times your body weight goes through each knee when you walk or jog; so a few pounds really
matter. Find out your healthy weight at www.nhlbisupport.com/bmi/
#2: MAXIMIZE MUSCLE BALANCE:
Muscles and ligaments support your knee. Imbalanced or inadequate muscle strength accelerates knee OA.
Feeding balls on the court and a few sets of doubles is never enough to stay strong. Focus on Quad and
Glute strength to start out. Check out the knee workout sheet in this edition for starters. You can also start a
gym-based program with a trainer or a workout buddy. Start low, go slow and keep on going.
#3: MAINTAIN FLEXIBILITY:
Tight muscles and tendons increase pressures across the joints and can contribute to your pain. Add a few
minutes of stretching into every lesson and you’ll help yourself too. A few basic stretches can be found in the
leg stretches sheet in this edition.
#4: QUIT SMOKING:
Cigarette smoking worsens knee OA pain and damage. Get help, make the change and use the money you
save for a vacation getaway later this year.
#5: REDUCE INFLAMMATION:
External techniques like Ice, Compression (knee brace), and creams like Capsaicin along with a healthy diet of
ant-inflammatory fruits and vegetables can help. If you still need some relief then use Tylenol or antiinflammatory medications like Ibuprofen or Motrin sparingly. If you need daily pain medicines then see your
doctor sooner then later.
#6: THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX:
Evidence shows that non-traditional therapies like Acupuncture and Active Release Therapy (ART) can really
help reduce knee pain. Find a local practitioner who has a good reputation and see if it helps you.
www.activerelease.com and www.acufinder.com
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Stephan Esser USPTA, MD & Tiffany Esser, CPT

Stephan Esser USPTA, MD and Tiffany Esser CPT are avid tennis enthusiasts who fell in love on the court.
Dr Esser is a Sports Medicine Fellow at Mayo Clinic, FL and Tiffany provides goal-oriented personal training to
clients of all levels.
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In The World of Tennis
Success Taking a Toll on Top Stars
By: Richard Evans (courtesy of Fox Sports)

Richard Evans has covered tennis since the 1960s, reporting on
more than 150 Grand Slams. He is author of 15 books, including the official history of the Davis Cup and the unofficial history
of the modern game in "Open Tennis." He lives in Florida.

Are Roger Federer, Rafael
Nadal and Novak Djokovic
breaking down?

Roger Federer says he's "wounded" and does not know how
much more he will play this year. Rafael Nadal's knees have ruined the second half of his year. Novak Djokovic's legs went at the end of that
five-set marathon in the US Open final.
Which leaves Andy Murray as the last man standing.
Murray, or the Duke of Dunblane as we might call him now, was the junior partner in the heavy hitting quartet who have lorded over men's
tennis for the past five years. Back in January, everyone was wondering whether this unprecedented dominance of four players at the top of
the ranking list could survive another campaign.
Amazingly, it did — once again, they won everything in sight — but at considerable cost. The surprise was not, perhaps, that they went on
winning but that they survived the obstacle course for as long as they did. Let's take a look at what they achieved:
Djokovic began the year by defending his Australian Open crown, which culminated in the Serb playing a total of 10 hours, 3 minutes just to
get through his last two matches. He needed 4 hours, 50 minutes to beat Murray in a semifinal thriller but then had to stay on court for an
incredible 5 hours, 53 minutes before he could overcome Nadal in the final.
At the French Open, the weather meant that Nadal would need two days to beat Djokovic in the final. At Wimbledon, Federer got the better of
Murray in four sets, the first two of which lasted 1 hour, 53 minutes. Then Murray, closing on his rivals in the home stretch, won with surprising
ease against Federer in the gold-medal match at the Olympics on that same Centre Court.
And so to Flushing Meadows, where Murray became the first British male in 76 years to win a Grand Slam singles title when he defeated
Djokovic over five sets.
So the honors board, including the Olympics, comes up looking like this:
Murray: Two titles, one more final
Djokovic: One title, two more finals
Nadal: One title, one more final
Federer: One title, one more final
Ten slots open for the five big finals and the top four grabbed them all. No surprise, perhaps, but for Murray to come out with the best overall
record was certainly not expected. You can argue the case for the Olympics being included among the Slams on the basis that the top players now put as much effort into trying to win gold as they do one of the more traditional tennis majors, which was not the case 20 years ago.
For Murray, it certainly proved to be the stepping stone to his triumph in New York.
"It, obviously, gave me some extra confidence," he said. "It was, by far, the biggest win of my career before winning the US Open."
The reasons why Murray was able to finish strongest in this pedigree field were numerous. Many will put his relationship with Ivan Lendl at the
top of the list, and there is no doubt that the tough-talking Czech-born champion was the perfect choice as an addition to Murray's close-knit
team. Lendl himself has admitted that his own history of having lost in four Slam finals before winning one helped Murray get over that particular psychological hurdle. And, technically, improvements with his second serve and the power with which he now hits his forehand proved to
be crucial improvements.
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In The World of Tennis
Success Taking a Toll on Top Stars (cont.)
Reaching the final at Wimbledon for the first time was another breakthrough, even though it ended in defeat. Previously he had been left in
despair at losing finals in Australia.
"But the support I got from the fans and those close to me after losing at Wimbledon really helped me get over it quicker," Murray said. "I was
able to take a lot of positives from losing in a final, which had not been the case before."
Returning to the same stage only three weeks later inspired Murray to be more aggressive. To everyone's surprise, he outplayed the great
Swiss champion 6-2, 6-1, 6-4.
That provided the springboard for victory at the US Open, where he was able to withstand a Djokovic fight-back that saw the Serb win the
third and fourth sets because he was equipped mentally, technically and, crucially, physically to deal with it.
Not every commentator has picked up on precisely what was happening in the first two sets. It was not a question of whether Murray was
winning or losing rallies that regularly lasted more than 15 or 20 strokes — one broke some kind of a record at 54 — but how the rallies were
being played out. More often than not, it was the Scot who was dictating the play from the middle of his baseline while Djokovic did the running. In the end, in those last few minutes of the match, that factor decided the outcome.
Novak's mind was still willing — "I was trying my hardest to get back from 2-4," he said — but the legs were no longer supporting his effort.
"I had trouble moving for the last couple of games," he admitted.
So all that core work Murray has done with his fitness trainer, Jez Green, and the team proved vital at the end, even though, because of the
Olympics, Murray had been forced to miss his customary tune-up in Miami's sticky summer heat in July. But physical work builds up over a
period of years, especially when an athlete is reaching his peak in his mid-20s, and the extra strength was there when Murray needed it most.
That is not to say he is a stronger or better athlete than Djokovic, who is a phenomenal specimen himself. But, on this particular day, Murray
was able to preserve some energy at the start when Djokovic was expending it. That was one decisive factor with the other being Murray's
ability to rediscover his service rhythm which had seen him maintain an incredible first-service percentage of 80 percent in the first set. In the
fifth, the first serves started finding their mark again, blocking the Serb's path to another come back after he had gone an early break down.
Perhaps the three people in the world who were least surprised at Murray's climb to the top were his three great rivals — Federer, Nadal and
Djokovic. They, along with their peers in the locker room, had been saying Murray was good enough to win a Slam for years.
"He's proven it now, and he deserves to be where he is, no question about it," said Djokovic of a player he has looked upon as a friend from
the moment they first played each other at the age of 11.
It remains to be seen just how big a toll this fierce competition between four of the greatest players of all time takes on the participants in a
physical sense. Hopefully, Federer and Nadal will be able to climb back in the ring by the time the ATP World Finals return to London's 02
Arena in November. The year deserves a great finale with all four in fighting shape. As Djokovic said, this is a special era.
"Us four are taking this game to another level," he said. "Andy winning makes it even more competitive and more interesting for people to
watch."
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The STMS Board has provided for the first time, the organization of the highest educational event to a
Latin American country.
The Nixus Foundation and the Argentine Tennis Association will organize the XIIIº World Congress in
Buenos Aires from 21 to 23 February 2013, in conjunction with the "Argentine ATP Open Championship"
at the Buenos Aires Lawn Tennis Club. The congress will meet doctors, physiotherapists, and leading scientists
from around the world with the most renowned local professionals.
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT:
Tennis Medicine has significantly evolved in the last years. This meeting is an excellent opportunity
to expand your scientific knowledge through a direct and close interaction with the most renowned
international specialists. Make your plans to visit Buenos Aires in summer, watch and play outdoor
tennis, and update your expertise in this field.

MEET THE EXPERT IN BUENOS AIRES 2013!
REGISTER ONLINE at http://www.stms-congress-2013.com.ar
Javier Maquirriain MD, PhD
President STMS
"MEETING OBJETIVES:
1) To present results of recent research in the field of sports medicine
2) To review in-depth selected areas of sports medicine while presenting the state of the art in several topics
3) To discuss specific difficult problems facing the tennis physician
4) To exchange ideas with experts and peers in sports medicine care.
5) To provide the opportunity to strengthen professional relationships
“The future is not what is going to happen;
the future is what we are going to do"“
Jorge Luis Borges (1899-1986)
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Membership Benefits!!
Go to www.stms.nl and view our new rates!!
Joining STMS entitles you to receive educational information from leading Sports Medicine and Sport
Science professionals working with tennis players around the world, as well as access to unique membership benefits (below). Most of the scientific rationale for caring tennis players (i.e. clinical management, rehabilitation, training and prevention) in the last decade have been provided by STMS members!
We invite you to tour our website at www.stms.nl to view public access information.
What you get with STMS membership
 Subscription to three issues per year of the Journal Medicine and Science in Tennis

 Free online access to all editions of the Journal (with your STMS member password)
 Subscription to four issues per year of the STMS E-mail Newsletter
 Discounts to STMS meetings
 Access to the dedicated Members Area (with your STMS password) STMS voting rights
Subscription Rates:
 Physician & STMS Fellow (1 year) US $195

(After July 15th US $145)

 Physician & STMS Fellow (3 years) US $500
 PhD/PT/ATC/Chiropractor (1 year) US $75

(After July 15th US $65)

 Tennis Coach & Player/Enthusiast (1year)** US $30

(After July 15th US $30)

** includes three online journals per year. subscription of four online STMS email newsletters,
discount to all STMS conferences and free online access to all published STMS journals.

Please inquire about discounted memberships for clubs or academies as well
as large group memberships at membership@stms.nl!!!

